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Context and Background



Tutorials and Independent Study

Independent Study , VLE, paper record
LiSp

Tutorial

The old approach

Independent Study , VLE, paper record
Writing 
Tutorial



• Teachers
• Genuine need
• Popular
• Can be very 

effective

• Teacher-led
• Remedial
• Micro -focus
• 'Down time'
• L1 use
• Lack of 

continuity

• Recruitment 
trends

• Motivation
• Cultural and 

linguistic 
reticence

• Pedagogical 
initiatives

• Recruitment 
trends

• Improved ICT
• PG attributes
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?
How can we make the shift from 
teacher-directed to student-led?

Promote autonomy – students 

take charge of their own learning 
(Holec 1981 cited in Benson 2007)

?
How can we encourage students 
to use English as a lingua franca 
and maximise non-contact time?

Task-based Instruction (TBI) 
language activities with real-world 
relevance in which is English used 
for a communicative purpose to 
achieve an outcome (Willis 1996)

?
How can we encourage effective 
and realistic collaboration?

Once students can interact more 
effectively, listening, responding 
and negotiating, teamwork 
becomes more viable (Ashton-Hay 
& Pillay 2010)

?
How can we support students 
through the transition from their 
own culture of learning to the 
Imperial STEM learning culture?

Benefit of settling in period. 
Prepare students for early (poss
-ve) experiences and develop 
agency (Copland and Garton 2011)

Our questions aligned with the literature



Personal /Self-
knowledge

Sense of direction

Motivation

Develop an increased 
knowledge of self

Reflect

Confidence

Communication

Interact comfortably in 
English

Ask and answer questions

Negotiate

Explain ideas

Collaborate to achieve a 
shared outcome

Take part in and lead 
group work

Learning 
awareness

Set and follow through 
study goals

Identify 
preferred learning styles

Discuss own progress

Manage own progress

Work independently

Notice and strategise

Mapping needs and objectives



Group Study Time and Coaching

Interactive group study tasks
10-min
appt w. 
Coach

The new approach

Personal study and e-journal writing



Interaction

Community

Autonomy

Coaching

Personal 
study

Imperial 
Stars 

Lecture

Interactive 
Group 
Tasks

Student-
Staff 

Forum

1-to-1 

e-journal



Group Study Time
Lecture to interactive group 
study tasks



Group Study Time:
Interactive group study tasks



Click to add text

e-journal for coaching 1-to-1



Study Extension

“I find it hard to listen and write at the same time.”

“I need to build up vocabulary and grammar 
structures for academic writing.”

“I have to listen to videos several times to 
understand them.”

“I have difficulty speaking fluently”



Study Extension



Study Extension



Study Extension



Study Extension

Learn Common Phrases
Some phrases are used very frequently in spoken English, but you won't 
find them in textbooks or technical journals. Knowing the common 
phrases we use every day will quickly open up your understanding of 
native speaker conversations.

Suggestion

Listen to any non-technical recording that has a transcript (e.g. TED talks). 
3-5 minutes should be enough to expose you to several new words 
and/or phrases.

After listening once, go back over it and check the transcript for new 
vocabulary items. Look these up, then listen to the recording again 
without reading, paying attention to the new words you have learnt.











S1: The distinctive feature of 
this course is its purpose of 

making English a tool and not 
just an objective. The true 

objective is communication.

S2: Trying to make the 
course more funny and 

interesting by adding some 
activities is effecting the 
main point of this course 
which is to learn English.

S3 In this course I learned not 
only the language skills but it 
also gives me confidence to 

continue my study at Imperial.

S4 (enjoyed) Group 
work and new 

friends.



T1: As a coach you see 
the bigger picture. You 

can make students 
aware of other aspects. 
The wider perspective 

is valuable.

T2: Coaching was 
less satisfying. I felt I 
didn't have a close 
relationship with 

students.

T4: There was a lot of 
interaction. I could have 
intervened on speaking 
more. Students were 

supportive and 
cooperative.

T3: Coaching can be 
a positive 

pedagogical 
relationship because 

it’s less pushy.



Where next?
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